100 THINGS TO LIKE ABOUT CANBERRA

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT HOUSE
AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL
BEAUTIFUL, CRISP, SUNNY WINTER DAYS
BEAUTIFUL COLOURS OF AUTUMN
BE HOME FROM WORK IN 10 MINUTES
BE IN A CITY ONE MINUTE & IN THE COUNTRY THE NEXT
BEING SURROUNDED BY GREEN SPACE
BEST CYCLE & RUNNING PATHS IN AUSTRALIA
BEST OF CITY & BUSH LIVING
BEST KEPT SECRET
BEST PLACE IN AUSTRALIA
BIG CITY SERVICES
BRODBURGER
BRUMBIES RUGBY
BUSH CAPITAL
CALM & PEACEFUL SUBURBS
CANBERRA-ONLY PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
CANBERRA BALLOON FESTIVAL
CANBERRA CAPITALS
CANBERRA HANDMADE MARKET
CANBERRA RAIDERS
CANBERRA ROLLER DERBY LEAGUE
CANBERRA WINERIES
CHOKU BAI JO
CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
CLOSENESS TO SYDNEY
CULTURE OF BACKYARD VEGETABLE GROWING
CUTE SUBURBS LIKE MANUKA & KINGSTON
DAWN SERVICE - AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL
DENDY CINEMA
DICKSON ASIAN NOODLE HOUSE, LAKSA
DRIVING BACK INTO CANBERRA & SEEING BLACK MOUNTAIN TOWER POP UP OVER THE HORIZON
EACH SUBURB HAS A THEME - EACH STREET A STORY!
EACH SUBURB HAS ITS OWN LOCAL SHOP
EARLY MORNING FOG ON THE LAKE
EASY TO GET AROUND
ENGAGED & EDUCATED POPULACE WITH PROGRESSIVE VIEWS & A TRULY OPEN ATTITUDE TO DIVERSITY
EXCELLENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FANTASTIC VIEWS OF THE MOUNTAINS
FARMERS MARKET ON A SATURDAY
FOOTY GAMES AT BRUCE STADIUM
FOUNTAIN AT LAKE BURLEY GRIFFIN
FOUR DISTINCT SEASONS
FREE AMAZING ATTRACTIONS
FRESH AIR
FRESH FRUIT & VEG MARKETS
GARDENS AT OLD & NEW PARLIAMENT HOUSE
GAREMA PLACE CAROUSEL
GOOD LIFE BALANCE
GREATER PLACE TO RAISE THE FAMILY
HIGH STANDARD OF LIVING & GOOD QUALITY OF LIFE
HIGH TEA AT HYATT HOTEL
IT’S MY HOME
IT’S THE CAPITAL CITY OF AUSTRALIA
KOKO BLACK
LACK OF HUMIDITY
LIBRARIES ACT
LONG SUMMER EVENINGS
MOUNT STROMLO OBSERVATORY
MULTICULTURAL FESTIVAL
NATIONAL ARBORETUM
NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF AUSTRALIA
NATIONAL CARILLON
NATIONAL FILM & SOUND ARCHIVE
NATIONAL GALLERY OF AUSTRALIA
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AUSTRALIA
NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY
NATIONAL ZOO & AQUARIUM
NATURE PARKS & RESERVES AT YOUR DOORSTEP
NETWORK OF BIKE PATHS THAT LINK THE SUBURBS
NO TRAFFIC OR TRAFFIC JAMS
OLD BUS DEPOT MARKETS
OLD PARLIAMENT HOUSE
OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
PARLIAMENTARY TRIANGLE
POACHERS PANTRY
PROXIMITY TO THE COAST
QUESTACON
SAMMY’S KITCHEN
SCOTTY & NIGE FROM 104.7
SENSE OF PRIDE AMONGST CANBERRANS
SKYFIRE
STUMBLE ON KANGAROOS
SUMMERNATS
SUMMER SOUNDS & JAZZ IN THE GARDENS - AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL BOTANIC GARDENS
TAP WATER THAT TASTES BETTER THAN ANY BOTTLED SPRING WATER
TELSTRA TOWER
THE LAKES
TIDBINBILLA NATURE RESERVE
TREASURES OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA
TREE-LINED STREETS & BOULEVARDS
UNCLUTTERED & RELAXED CITY VIEW FROM THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL DOWN ANZAC PARADE WEEKEND BREAKFAST AT TILLEY’S
WIG & PEN
WILDLIFE AT YOUR DOORSTEP